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Synthesis of FePt/C* and FePt/C catalysts: comments and supplementary samples

It was observed during the experiments that generally the initial microwave irradiation time 
in the first step (~1-5 min) only slightly influenced the electrochemical surface area and catalytic 
activity but was slightly higher at maximum continuous irradiation time while also had a positive 
impact on the ordering after the secondary MW-annealing step. Continued heating after a “pause” 
did however lower the Pt-area, suggesting that the FePt(X:Y)/C* samples were prepared close to 
optimum conditions. In the secondary step, it was generally observed that the reductive atmosphere 
aided in the structural ordering (and catalytic activity) to a greater degree than when using Ar alone, 
which is consistent with previous observations for Pt-based bimetallic alloys1-2. The annealing time 
was based on catalytic activity and electrochemical surface area screening; where shorter (0.5 h) 
and longer (2 h) were slightly inferior to 1 h annealed samples. 

The FePt(1:1)/C sample was also acid-treated in order to mimic a dealloying phenomenon 
that occurs under repeated catalytic cycles3. An entire batch of the sample was treated in 0.5 M 
HNO3 by first dispersing it by 30 min sonication. Then the dispersion was heated to 70 oC overnight 
under stirring after which the sample was washed with copious amounts of (H2O)DI and ethanol 
and dried at 60 oC hotplate. XRD and ORR performance was then recorded for this sample 
according to the procedures described below. 

Nitrogen doped reduced graphene oxide (NrGO) was also synthesized to investigate the 
MW synthesis influence of catalyst support. NrGO was prepared by thermal exfoliation of Tours 
graphene oxide (“Improved“ Hummers method)4 prepared with natural flake graphite (Alfa Aesar 
-100 mesh, briquetting grade), in presence of ammonia5. Specifically, freeze-dried GO powder was 
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inserted into a tube furnace and saturated in ammonia gas (80 ml min-1) combined with an Ar carrier 
gas (100 ml min-1). The temperature was then ramped up to 750 oC over the course of 20 min and 
maintained for 1 h. The resulting NrGO support was then directly used for supporting FePt NPs by 
following the above procedure but with a 1 min MW treatment in step (i) due to excessive heat 
build-up. Moreover, the metal loading was set to 40 wt. % to compensate for the relatively high 
surface area to volume ratio of NrGO, enabling electrochemical experiments with the same Pt-
loading.

Calculation of order parameter

The order parameter (S*) is a direct measure of the degree of ordering in FePt alloys (relative 
abundance of the L10-fct phase), as reported by Sakuma H. et al.6, and was used to trace the 
disorder-to-order transformation in the MW annealing experiment. S* is provided according to 

, (S1)𝑆 ∗ 2 =
𝐼𝑠

𝐼𝑓

where  is the intensity of the superstructure reflection and  is the intensity of the fundamental 𝐼𝑠 𝐼𝑓

reflection. S* = 1 for 100% ordered structures which then fix the intensity ratio (Is/If)std and allows 
to evaluate the order parameter of a partially-ordered material by

, (S2)𝑆 ∗ 2
ℎ𝑘𝑙 =

(𝐼ℎ𝑘𝑙 𝐼111)
𝑒𝑥𝑝

(𝐼ℎ𝑘𝑙 𝐼111)
𝑠𝑡𝑑

where the subscripts “exp” and “std” relates to the experimental sample and the standard 
(reference) material, while “hkl” refers to the selected superstructure peak. In our case, we used 
the (110) and (111) pair as superstructure and fundamental peaks. We did not use the common 
(001)/(111) pair owing to the broad (001) peaks that was not clearly separated in our XRD patterns. 
The fully ordered intensity ratio ((Ihkl/I111)std) was calculated from a simulated XRD pattern using 
an fct crystal structure with lattice parameters a = 3.861 Å and c = 3.788 Å, resulting in an intensity 
ratio of 0.30 and 0.25 for the (I001/I111)std and (I110/I111)std peaks, respectively, in agreement with 
other reports. The results are presented in table S1. 

Computational details

Spin-polarized ab initio theoretical computations were performed on cuboctahedral nanoparticles 
containing 147 atoms. These cuboctahedrons have a midsphere radius of 8.55 Å (~1.7 nm diameter) 
considering an edge length, a, of 9.873 Å. Three different nanoparticles were used to evaluate the 
mass activity, these were a Pt147, a fct FePt(1:0.8)@Pt, and a fcc FePt(1:0.9)@Pt cuboctahedrons. 
An atom-thin Pt shell was kept for both FePt@Pt particles. The fct FePt@Pt cuboctahedron was 
prepared by replacing Pt atoms by Fe in alternated layer along the (100) direction similar to the fct 
bulk phase. The fcc FePt@Pt cuboctahedron was prepared by randomly replacing Pt atoms by Fe 
in the core. To account for the effect on random Fe distribution, five different systems were 
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prepared, the selected model exhibited the lowest formation energy. Exchange–correlation effects 
are approximated by the revised Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof7 functional. The wave functions for 
the valence electrons are represented by a linear combination of pseudo-atomic numerical orbitals 
using a double-ζ plus one polarized orbital basis set. The sampling for the Brillouin zone is done 
only at the gamma point. A Methfessel–Paxton smearing of 0.1 eV and Pulay mixing are employed 
to aid convergence on the self-consistent electron density. The real-space grid used for charge and 
potential integration is equivalent to a plane wave cut-off energy of 250 Ry. The position of the 
ionic cores are allowed to relax until the maximum force component is <0.04 eV Å−1. All 
computations were performed using the SIESTA code8. 

The catalytic activity was evaluated by first calculating the adsorption free energy (ΔGOH,X) of the 
OH intermediate using 

(S3)∆𝐺𝑂𝐻,𝑋 = ∆𝐸𝑂𝐻,𝑋 + ∆𝐸𝑍𝑃𝐸 ―𝑇∆𝑆

where ΔEOH,X is the OH-adsorption energy, ΔEZPE is the difference in zero point energy, T is the 
temperature, and ΔS is the change in entropy. The sub index “X” indicates the type of adsorbent. 
The adsorption energy of the OH intermediate (ΔEOH,X) was calculated using H2O and H2 in the 
gas phase as reference states using,

(S4)∆𝐸𝑂𝐻,𝑋 = 𝐸𝑂𝐻 + 𝑁𝑃 +
1
2𝐸

𝐻2
― 𝐸𝐻2𝑂 ― 𝐸𝑁𝑃

where ENP, EOH+NP, EH2, and EH2O, are the energies of the isolated particle, particle with the 
adsorbed OH intermediate, hydrogen, and water molecule.  Considering that the contributions from 
the zero point energy and entropy are similar on all systems (Pt147, fct and fcc FePt), the adsorption 
free energy difference relative to Pt(111) was reduced to

(S5)∆𝐺𝑂𝐻,𝑋 ― ∆𝐺𝑂𝐻,𝑃𝑡111 = ∆𝐸𝑂𝐻,𝑋 ― ∆𝐸𝑂𝐻,𝑃𝑡111

Similar approach has been previously used9.  The catalytic activity relative to Pt(111), ln(j/jPt111), 
was then evaluated by using the difference in OH adsorption free energy (ΔGOH,X - ΔGOH,Pt111) at 
diverse active sites along the cuboctahedral particles using the following expressions:

(S6)𝑙𝑛(𝑗 𝑗𝑃𝑡111) = 16.39(∆𝐺𝑂𝐻,𝑋 ― ∆𝐺𝑂𝐻,𝑃𝑡111) +0.15

(S7)𝑙𝑛(𝑗 𝑗𝑃𝑡111) = 4.98 ― 25.89(∆𝐺𝑂𝐻,𝑋 ― ∆𝐺𝑂𝐻,𝑃𝑡111)

These expressions were based on the work by Gagliardi and co-workers10, but these were adapted 
to correlate the catalytic activity with the free energy of adsorption instead of the generalized 
coordination numbers ( ) as they do in their work. Similar expressions have been reported by 𝐶𝑁
Nørskov and co-workers9, however the one reported by Gagliardi is a direct fitting from 
experimental ORR activity at 0.9 V vs RHE relative to Pt(111). The first expression represent the 
left side of the Volcano plot (strong OH adsorption), while the second expression represents the 
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right side (weak OH adsorption). Both expressions were evaluated, and the smallest activity, 
MIN(ln(j/jPt111)), was used to construct the Volcano plot. This same value was also used to evaluate 
the theoretical mass activity (MA) in A/mgPt using the following equation:

(S8)𝑀𝐴(𝐴/𝑚𝑔𝑃𝑡) =
∑𝑁

𝑖 = 1𝑗

(𝜌𝑃𝑡111 ∗ 𝑀𝑃𝑡 ∗ 𝑁𝑃𝑡 ∗ 106)

where the j was evaluated using the experimental value of jPt111 of 2 mA/cm2
Pt 

11, as indicated 
below:

(S9)𝑗 = 𝑗𝑃𝑡111𝑒𝑀𝐼𝑁(𝑙𝑛(𝑗/𝑗𝑃𝑡111))

The sum runs over all active sites with a difference in OH adsorption free energy (ΔGOH,X - 
ΔGOH,Pt111) in the range of 0.00 to 0.15 to minimize the error10.   is the Pt(111) surface density 𝜌𝑃𝑡111

of 1.503×1015 atoms/cm2, MPt is the Pt atomic mass of 3.2395×10-22 g, and NPt is the total number 
of Pt atoms in the nanoparticles (147 for pure Pt, 116 for the fct particle, and 121 for the fcc system). 
The factor of 106 is used to convert mA/gPt to A/mgPt. The results are listed in the table S6. 

Supplementary results

Fig. S1. ECSA curves recorded in Ar saturated HClO4 (HUPD) comparing FePt(1:1)/C* and a 
sample with omitted oxidant (NH4NO3) (dashed lines). Note: the latter sample was prepared with 
a reaction time of 1 min due to excessive heat build-up. Overall, samples with no ammonium nitrate 
showed significantly lower ECSA, in line with our previous observations12. XRD peaks of samples 
without NH4NO3 remained broad, supporting that NP sizes are determined mainly by iron content, 
implying that measured ECSA does not likely stem from a NH4NO3-induced “carbon-
activation/functionalization” effect and can safely be attributed to oxidative removal of 
carbonaceous ligand residue. 
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Fig. S2. TGA measurements in air of respective FePt(X:Y)/C* samples for the purpose of 
estimating metal loading. No difference between FePt(1:1)/C* and FePt(1:1)/C was observed and 
the target loadings (20 wt.%) were approximately met for all samples, strengthening the 
assumption of nearly full preservation of the initial precursor composition. The slightly lower 
loading, in contrast to our previous observations12, can likely be attributed to the heavier organic 
ligand in Fe(acac)3 as supported by the declining trend in metal loading with increased Fe. 
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Fig. S3. XPS spectra of FePt(1:1)/C including survey spectra (a) and high resolution spectra of Pt 
4f (b) and Fe 2p (c) core-level regions. No traces of NH4NO3 was found and the estimated surface 
metal atomic ratio (Fe:Pt) was 1.16:1.00. The Pt 4f 7/2 region (b) shows three predominant species: 
metallic Pt (~71.5 eV), Pt-C (~72.5 eV) and Pt-O (~74.0 eV). The Fe 2p 3/2 region show mainly 
two species (c) assigned to metallic Fe (~707.4 eV) and Fe=O (710.1 eV) as well as overlapping 
satellite peaks (Gray) and potential Pt 4s overlap (highlighted region). 

Fig. S4. Background XRD pattern of sample produced with 20 wt.% Fe (without Pt-precursor). 
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Fig. S5. XRD patterns comparing FePt(1:1)/C and FePt(1:1)/C* with the FePt(1:1)/C* sample 
annealed for 1 h in 5 % H2 in Ar by conventional heating in a tube furnace (a) at three different 
temperatures (500, 600 and 700 oC). Corresponding degree of ordering represented by the S* 
parameter, extracted from the (110)/(111) intensity ratio by equations S1-S2, versus crystallite size 
is shown in (b) where all samples stayed below 3 nm, suggesting a good resilience toward NP 
migration and coalescence (see table S2 for literature comparison). 
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Table S1. Order parameter S of FePt (1:1) samples where other studies are included for 
comparison. We can here conclude that the MW annealing improves fct ordering from 33% to 
51%. Note: in the other listed references, the average sizes of the crystallites are larger. 

FePt(1:1) 
(Ref.)

Annealing temperature 
(oC)

I(110)/I(111)exp S*

FePt(1:1)/C* 
(before MW annealing)

0.0276 0.33 ( )𝑆 ∗
110

FePt(1:1)/C
(after MW annealing, 
400W)

0.0635 0.51 ( )𝑆 ∗
110

FePt(1:1)/C
(after MW annealing, 
640W)

0.099 0.63 ( )𝑆 ∗
110

500 0.0540 0.47 ( )𝑆 ∗
110

600 0.0677 0.52 ( )𝑆 ∗
110

This work

700 0.0876 0.59 ( )𝑆 ∗
110

400 - 0 ( )𝑆 ∗
001

500 - 0.5397 ( )𝑆 ∗
001

600 - 0.6708 ( )𝑆 ∗
001

700 - 0.9626 ( )𝑆 ∗
001

[13]

750 - 0.9998 ( )𝑆 ∗
001

[14] 600 - 0.66 ( )𝑆 ∗
001
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Table S2. Overview of NP size increments as a result of annealing found in literature. The 
relatively low NP size enlargement suggests a firm attachment of NPs to the support as a result of 
the microwave treatment, supported by Fig. S5 and our previous result for Pt3Co/C where similar 
conditions were used (~3.2 to 3.4 nm)12. This table is limited to carbon supported (substrate) FePt 
nanoparticles and all presented samples have an approximate atomic composition of 1:1. Note: 
ref.15 also demonstrated a Pt3Fe/C catalyst with NP growth to only ~6.8 nm attributed to a 
protective carbonaceous coating. 

Synthesis 

method

Temperature

 (oC)

Annealing

time

(min)

Atmosphere Initial NP 

size

(nm)

Final NP size 

(nm)

Reference

Microwave 700 60 Ar + 5 % H2 2.4 3.0 [This 

study]

Solvothermal 500 20 H2 ~6 ~8 [16]

Solvothermal 500 20 N2 ~6 ~14 [16]

Ion beam 

sputtering

650 60 Vacuum 3 7 [17]

Polyol + 

annealing

600 180 Ar + 8 % H2 2.1 4.2 [18]

Polyol + 

annealing

800 180 Ar + 8 % H2 2.1 6.1 [18]

Solvothermal 700 ? Ar + 4 % H2 ~5.6 ~10.8 [15]

Polyol + 

annealing

700 120 Ar + 10 % H2 ~4.1 ~5.8 [1]
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Fig. S6. Low cameralength high resolution HAADF-STEM image of the same area as shown in 
Fig. 2. The reduced camera length reduces the signal strength, but promotes mass contrast. As can 
be seen, the apparent laminated appearance of some particles remains, indicating a separation 
between heavy elements (Pt) and lighter elements (Fe).
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Fig. S7. HAADF-STEM of atomic columns within an fcc particle found in the FePt(1:1)/C sample 
with corresponding intensity profile. The random intensities suggest a solid solution, thus 
supporting successful Fe incorporation. This observation, in combination with the observed fct 
particles (Fig. S6), further validates likely surface facets modelled in the ORR dft calculations.

Fig. S8. EDX spectrum obtained from an average of ~20 particles, ranging from 2-4 nm in diameter 
quantification of the spectrum using F-K and Pt-L lines yields a near 1:1 ratio, see table S3-S4. Si 
and Cu are system artefacts and the excessive C-K peak (beyond the scale) originates from the C 
support. Quantification was performed using the TIA software. 
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Table S3. EDX data obtained from a cluster of ~2-4 nm NPs. 
Element Weight % Atomic % Uncert. %
------- -------- -------- ---------
Fe(K)    20.77   47.80    1.19  
Pt(L)    79.22   52.19    2.95  

Table S4. EDX data obtained from a cluster of ~5-7 nm NPs. 
Element Weight % Atomic % Uncert. %
------- -------- -------- ---------
Fe(K)    13.48   35.26    0.29   
Pt(L)    86.51   64.73    1.02  

Fig. S9. Low-resolution TEM images for FePt(1:1)/C of four representative regions (a-d) 
showcasing diverse decoration qualities and NP size distribution. Majority regions constitute small 
and evenly distributed NPs in line with the broad FWHMs in the XRD pattern and the 1-4 nm range 
in Fig. S10. 
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Fig. S10. Particle size distribution of the FePt(1:1)/C sample with an average particle size of 2.3 
+/- 0.6 nm, as calculated from multiple TEM images in the majority regions with smaller NPs. The 
small discrepancy to XRD (2.9 nm) can be explained by the formation of larger NP aggregates 
during annealing that is only scarcely seen on the TEM grid; causing peak narrowing. 

Table S5. Kinetic currents (jk) measured at 0.9 V vs. RHE in O2 saturated HClO4 at a rotational 
rate of 1600 rpm. Background correction and iR-compensation was performed post measurement. 
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FePt(3:1)/C* FePt(2:1)/C* FePt(1:1)/C* FePt(1:2)/C* FePt(1:3)/C* FePt(1:1)/C Pt/C
0.264 mA 0.462 mA 0.983 mA 0.973 mA 0.770 mA 1.596 mA 0.850 mA

Fig. S11. XRD pattern of Pt/C (a) (commercial sample) where NP sizes can be estimated to ~1.8 
nm. LSV characteristics of Pt/C with the LSV profile post 6000 cycles between 0.6 and 1.0 V vs. 
RHE in O2 saturated HClO4 (b). The accelerated degradation test resulted in an 18 % loss of jk, 
and as a consequence, the same loss in MA.
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Fig. S12. XRD (a) and ORR performance survey (b-c) of FePt(1:1)/C prepared with 80 % power 
(640 W) in the secondary microwave annealing step compared to the 50 % power (400 W) 
(FePt(1:1)/C) used in this study. The intensity shows an (I110/I111)exp of 0.099 corresponding to 63% 
ordering. Although showing initially better activity than FePt(1:1)/C with MA ≈ 650 A/gPt, the 
sample lost a significant activity after 6000 cycles in O2 saturated electrolyte between 0.6 and 1.0 
V vs. RHE. The average NP size calculated by the Scherrer formula was ~3.0 nm and the ordering 
degree was similar to the sample annealed at 700 oC in Fig. S5. The electron transfer number was 
measured to n=3.8.
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Fig. S13. FePt cubochatedrons used to evaluate the theoretical mass activity. (a) fct FePt@Pt 
cuboctahedron. (b) fcc FePt@Pt cuboctahedron. The catalytic active site was the Pt atom located 
at the center of the (111) surfaces. In this case there are only eight of such atoms. All eight atoms 
in the fct particles are equivalent, while in the fcc all eight sites are unique. All sites are used to 
estimate the mass activity.

Fig. S14. Activity volcano plot for ORR relative to pure Pt(111). For Pt147 and fct FePt@Pt all 
active are equivalent, thus a single point is seen in the plot. For fcc FePt@Pt, five sites lies within 
the selected OH-adsorption range.
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Table S6. Theoretical mass activities. Note that Pt147 and fct FePt@Pt are highly symmetric so 
there is only one non-equivalent site located at the (111) surface, however there are 8 sites, so the 
sum term in the MA calculation ( ) goes up to 8. In the case of the fcc FePt@Pt, all 8 sites ∑𝑵

𝒊 = 𝟏𝒋
were tested, but only 5 exhibit a difference in adsorption energy (ΔGOH,X - ΔGOH,Pt111) in the range 
of 0.00 to 0.15. The rest exhibit too weak adsorption energies to significantly contribute to the MA.

System ΔGOH,X- ΔGOH,Pt111 

(eV)
MIN(ln(j/jPt111))  ∑𝑵

𝒊 = 𝟏𝒋
(mA/cm2)

Theoretical MA 
(A/mgPt)

Experimental MA 
(A/mgPt)

Pt147 0.00 0.15 (8 sites) 18.59 0.26 0.212

fct FePt@Pt 0.08 1.46 (8 sites) 68.90 1.22 0.57

fcc FePt@Pt-site-1 0.12 1.89
fcc FePt@Pt-site-2 0.40 0.73
fcc FePt@Pt-site-3 0.14 1.26
fcc FePt@Pt-site-4 0.08 1.45
fcc FePt@Pt-site-5 0.04 0.82

37.44 0.64 0.351
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Fig. S15. XRD (a) and ORR performance survey (b-c) of FePt(1:1)/NrGO compared with  
FePt(1:1)/C used in this study (GC electrodes are here prepared with the same Pt loading). The 
overall ECSA and ORR performance of FePt(1:1)/NrGO is poor, likely attributed to the emerging 
sharp peaks in the diffractogram indicating presence of large NP sizes. A two peak model of the 
(220)/(202) region yields NP sizes of 3.0 nm and 17 nm by using the FWHM from respective peaks. 
The S* parameter, considering the absolute intensities, was 0.81. The Pt(111) reflection in (a) does 
however contain a broad shoulder in addition to a sharper reflection, suggesting that high degree 
of ordering was achieved on larger particles considering that all fct reflections have such sharp 
profile. The pronounced diversity in NP sizes is seen also in Fig. S16. 
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Fig. S16. Survey of decoration by low-resolution TEMs showing representative regions of the 
FePt(1:1)/NrGO sample (a-d). A significant diversiy in NP sizes were detected ranging from 
several tens on nanometres to finely distributed few-nanometre NPs on some flakes with 
remarkable decoration. Typically, smaller flakes and regions with severe “folding” showed larger 
NPs. These results combined with the observations in Fig. S15 suggest that the MW method is 
sensitive to the support, hence using a well-defined carbon support is advisable. 
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Fig. S17. XRD (a) and ECSA (b) evaluation of acid treated (HNO3) FePt(1:1)/C where the inset 
shows the LSV profiles in O2 saturated HClO4. The order parameter (S*) dropped from 0.51 to 
0.36. An average NP size drop from 2.9 to 2.5 nm along with a slight downshift in all fcc reflections 
after acid treatment support that dealloying and leaching of Fe occurred. ORR evaluation showed 
a decrease of 58 % of initial mass activity and an ECSA drop measured by HUPD from ~52 to ~42 
m2/gPt. Note: the use of controlled post-treatment dealloying experiments to potentially favor the 
catalytic performance should not be discouraged. 
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